
 

 

Elementary Art Lesson Plan 
 

 Layered Landscape 
Objective: Students will identify the layers in a landscape picture and 
recognize which is progressively at a further distance away. 

Open the Conversation: 

Discuss with students the layers in the picture and how it creates 
perspective. There are three rules of distance to observe:   

a. Size of objects: Generally, the closer the object, the larger it 
appears 

b. Distance to the bottom of the page: Generally, closer objects 
near the bottom down 

c. Detail: The closer the object, the greater detail it might have 

   
Step One: 

With a pencil, sketch the landscape in layers.  Ideas: grass, bushes, 
trees, mountains, body of water, sky with clouds. 

Step Two: 

Outline the important parts, then color or paint in with a thin paint   

Step Three: 

Print name legibly on the front of the paper (at least an inch from the 
edge so the name will not be cut off).  

  

 

Materials: 

• Paper 
• Pencils 
• Paint 

  

 

 
 

 

National Standards for Visual Arts 
(2015 Standards): 

Anchor Standard #1. Generate and 
conceptualize artistic ideas and work. 

Anchor Standard #2. Organize and develop 
artistic ideas and work. 

Anchor Standard #3. Refine and complete 
artistic work. 

Anchor Standard #10. Synthesize and relate 
knowledge and personal experiences to 
make art.  

See more at: 
http://www.nationalartsstandards.org/con
tent/national-core-arts-standards-anchor-
standards#creating 

 

 


	Open the Conversation:
	Textured Background
	Sponged Background
	Step One:
	Prepare background. Place paper over textured surface and rub surface lightly with broad side of a crayon. You may overlap several colors for a different effect. Sponge painting the background is another option.

	Step Two:
	Painting process. Pour small amounts of paint in trays.  Press child’s hand in desired color and carefully press on paper (this will become the flower). Add one or more flowers to complete stamping. Using paint brushes, have the children add leaves an...
	Step Three:
	Open the Conversation:

	Step One:
	Draw your composition lightly in pencil.  Make sure students fill up the paper sheet of paper with color.  Draw large!  Geometric shapes can be used to draw a bug, like a beetle, by drawing a circle for the head and eyes, an oval for the thorax, and a...
	Step Two:
	Add color.  Use colors that are vibrant and contrast. Do not use metallic or neon colors because they do not reprint well.
	Step Three:
	Step Four:
	Open the Conversation:

	Finished Project!
	Step One:
	The student will sketch the animal or subject matter on the white paper, drawing large enough to fill the paper.

	Step Two:
	After sketching the picture with pencil, the student will use fine point markers to fill in the picture with very small.  Do not begin randomly.  Work in small sections.  Don’t forget the background!
	Step Three:
	Open the Conversation:

	Step Four:
	Step Five:
	Open the Conversation:

	Step One:
	Ask students to draw the same number of flowers as their age. The flowers should be fairly large.
	Step Two:
	Students can include some insects in their picture.
	Step Three:
	Step Five:
	Open the Conversation:
	Discuss with students the layers in the picture and how it creates perspective. There are three rules of distance to observe:

	a. Size of objects: Generally, the closer the object, the larger it appears
	b. Distance to the bottom of the page: Generally, closer objects near the bottom down
	Step One:
	With a pencil, sketch the landscape in layers.  Ideas: grass, bushes, trees, mountains, body of water, sky with clouds.
	Step Two:
	Outline the important parts, then color or paint in with a thin paint
	Step Three:
	Open the Conversation:

	Colored with crayons
	Painted with tempera cake paints
	Painted with tempera cake paints
	Step Two:
	Connect the tops of the lines together with a curved line (like a frown).  This will be the top of the lighthouse without the roof. To make the bottom of the lighthouse, draw another curved line (like a smile).
	Step Three:
	Step Four:
	Add stripes or diamonds on the lighthouse. Any horizontal lines on the lighthouse that are above the horizon line will curve down (like a frown).  Any horizontal lines below the horizon line will curve up (like a smile).
	Step Five:
	Step Six:
	Step Seven:
	Step Eight:
	Open the Conversation:

	Step One:
	Tell students to observe the shape of their pet and draw it lightly in pencil. Pay attention to the pet’s surroundings. Is he running, playing or doing a trick?
	Step Two:
	Color with markers, crayons or a combination using a variety of lights and darks.
	Step Three:
	Open the Conversation:
	Open the Conversation:

	Step Four:
	On each side of their paper, students can draw palm trees or tropical plants.  To draw a palm tree, draw a very skinny tall trunk.  At the top of each trunk, draw five or six lines coming out like spokes on a wheel.  On each side of the line draw a cu...
	Step Five:
	Step Six:
	Step Seven:
	Open the Conversation:
	Open the Conversation:

	Step Two:
	Create repeat patterns in several areas of your picture. This can be the objects or the background.
	Step Three:
	Color with markers or crayons using contrasting colors so that your still life will be the center of interest.
	Step Four:
	Optional outline in black markers for emphasis.
	Step Five:
	Open the Conversation:

	Step Two:
	Color your picture using saturated, exotic colors like bright orange, lemon yellow, hot pink, lime green and peacock blue. Contrast light against dark for emphasis.
	Step Three:
	Outline in black markers for emphasis.
	Step Four:
	Print name legibly on the front of the paper (at least an inch from the edge so the name will not be cut off).
	Open the Conversation:

	Step Three:
	Step Four:
	Set paintings in a safe area to dry.
	Open the Conversation:

	Step One:
	Have students choose an animal to look at while drawing.  Becca Fischer looks at a photo to create her work.
	Step Two:
	First sketch in pencil.
	Step Three:
	Step Four:
	Step Five:
	Step Six:
	Open the Conversation:

	Step One:
	First sketch in pencil very lightly the parts of your animal.  Then have kiddos stop.
	Step Two:
	Discuss painting in gray with the tippy toe of your brush for thin lines.  Paint the outline.
	Step Three:
	Above image from “Super Simple Sumi-e” by Yvonne Palka (http://yvonnepalka.com/) 
	Step Four:
	Step Five:
	Open the Conversation:

	Step One:
	Have students trace their hand with outstretched fingers in pencil on their paper.  It does not need to be in the middle, but that is easiest.
	Step Two:
	Use rulers to create 1” stripes horizontally across the paper.  Demonstrate how to make these even.  Skip over the hand area without drawing in it.
	Step Three:
	Next, show how to gently curve lines to connect over the hand creating a “bulge.”
	Step Four:
	
	Step Five:
	Open the Conversation:

	Step One:
	Once students pick a game, ask them to draw it out in pencil.  They can either map the game as a whole or they can pick a favorite part to show, such as catching a football.  Pictured above is a Lego video game, with sounds and thoughts shown in bubbl...
	Step Two:
	Students may want to trace in permanent Sharpie marker before coloring in.
	Step Three:
	Color the background and details in bright, bold colors.
	Step Four:
	Open the Conversation:

	
	Step Five:
	When students are ready for black, ration them a TINY bit of black paint and warn that it is powerful.
	Step Six:
	Step Seven:
	When you’re all finished with the background, paint a foreground silhouette in black.
	Step Eight:
	Open the Conversation:

	Step One:
	Encourage students to draw something they would see in a desert with the hot colors.
	Step Two:
	To fill up the entire paper, provide a watercolor wash to paint over the crayon in orange or yellow.
	Step Three:
	Print name legibly on the front of the paper (at least an inch from the edge so the name will not be cut off).
	Open the Conversation:

	Step One:
	Draw the animal lightly in pencil as the focal point of your picture. Create an interesting background.
	Step Two:
	Wash the sky and land in very light watercolor. Use several shades for each area.
	Step Three:
	Color the animals and areas you want to highlight. Add details such as grass, clouds and trees.
	Open the Conversation:

	Step One:
	Study a flower for your fauve flower study. Draw the flower outline lightly in pencil. Your flower can go off the edge of the paper. Sketch in the details of the flower, petals, stamen and leaves.
	Step Two:
	Wash in watercolor to create color for the lightest flowers and leaves.
	Step Three:
	When your painting is completely dry, highlight overlapping areas in shades of colored pencil. Hint: the colors can be imaginary like the fauves.
	Step Four:
	Paint in watercolor around your flower in a contrasting color. You can emphasize area with contrasting colored pencil or fine line black marker.
	Step Five:
	Open the Conversation:


